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Abstract This paper deals with geometric error modeling and sensitivity analysis of an over-

constrained parallel tracking mechanism. The main contribution is the consideration of over-

constrained features that are usually ignored in previous research. The reciprocal property

between a motion and a force is applied to tackle this problem in the framework of the screw the-

ory. First of all, a nominal kinematic model of the parallel tracking mechanism is formulated. On

this basis, the actual twist of the moving platform is computed through the superposition of the

joint twist and geometric errors. The actuation and constrained wrenches of each limb are applied

to exclude the joint displacement. After eliminating repeated errors brought by the multiplication

of wrenches, a geometric error model of the parallel tracking mechanism is built. Furthermore,

two sensitivity indices are defined to select essential geometric errors for future kinematic calibra-

tion. Finally, the geometric error model with minimum geometric errors is verified by simulation

with SolidWorks software. Two typical poses of the parallel tracking mechanism are selected, and

the differences between simulation and calculation results are very small. The results confirm the

correctness and accuracy of the geometric error modeling method for over-constrained parallel

mechanisms.
� 2018 Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. This is

an open access article under the CCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Real-time target tracking systems with high precision are

vastly required in industrial, medical, and military domains.
Their design and control have become a research hotspot.1,2

Among the main issues to be tackled, a key problem is the

development of a tracking mechanism with a large workspace
and a high accuracy.3,4 Over the past decades, intensive efforts
have been made to topological synthesis5,6 and kinematic anal-

ysis and design7,8 of tracking mechanisms. In this regard, we
proposed a 2 rotational Degree-of-Freedom (DoF) Parallel
Tracking Mechanism (PTM), as is shown in Fig. 1.9 It is with
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Fig. 1 2-DoF PTM and its schematic diagram.

2 J. ZHANG et al.
a symmetrical structure, up to 90� rotational angles, and
potentially high stiffness. We assume it as a promising solution

for a target tracking system with high precision.10 Before
applying the PTM to build a tracking system, it is found that
position and orientation inaccuracies of the PTM have great

effects on the precision of tracking trajectory. Therefore, kine-
matic calibration, the technique to identify and compensate
geometric errors, is inevitable to improve the accuracy of the

PTM.11,12 In order to implement kinematic calibration, a thor-
ough understanding of the generation and transmission of
component errors is the first step. Furthermore, a comprehen-
sive analysis of the effects from these errors on mechanism

accuracy is also necessary.
In the former direction, error modeling between geometric

errors of parts and pose errors of the PTM is to be investi-

gated. From the mathematical perspective, geometric errors
resulted from a construction process can be described by the
deviations of nominal and real kinematic models.13 To study

the actual kinematic features of mechanisms, scholars have
applied different mathematical tools in geometric error model-
ing. Commonly adopted approaches are Denavit-Hartenberg
(D-H) convention, the Product-of-Exponential (PoE) formula,

and the screw theory.
D-H convention is a matrix-based method. The relative

position and orientation of adjacent bodies are described by

4� 4 homogeneous transformation matrices. Meanwhile, the
nominal kinematic model of a serial limb or mechanism is
the successive multiplication of these matrices. The actual

kinematic model is formulated by taking small perturbation
of every element in each matrix.14,15 Harb and Burdekin16

established a geometric error model of a spatial serial manipu-

lator through matrix operations. For the 6-DoF Stewart mech-
anism, Wang and Masory17 applied D-H convention to deal
with the error model of each serial limb. Similarly, a geometric
error analysis of some lower-mobility parallel mechanisms18,19

was carried out by D-H convention. In most cases, D-H con-
vention is chosen because (1) geometric errors of parts can be
included by exhaustive differentiation, and (2) transmissions of

geometric errors can be computed by multiplication and sum-
mation of matrices. However, it has been pointed out that D-H
convention is not applicable for geometric error modeling of a

mechanism having collinear adjacent joint axes.20
Please cite this article in press as: ZHANG J et al. Geometric error analysis of an ov
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An alternative to tackle the problem is modified models
based on D-H matrices, for instance, the six-parameter repre-

sentation S-model21 or the continuous and parametrically
complete (CPC) model.22 In these models, two additional
parameters are added to allow arbitrary displacements of joint

axes. Hence, the singularity problem caused by collinear adja-
cent joint axes is fixed. Another option is the PoE formula. It
can handle kinematic singularity by smoothly changing kine-

matic parameters. Moreover, different types of joints are uni-
formly described and modeled.23 Park and Okamura24,25

applied global frame representation and formulated an error
model of an open-loop manipulator by using the global PoE

model. Aiming at a complete, minimal, and continuous error
model, Chen et al.20 combined both global and local PoE for-
mulas to analyze the errors of a serial mechanism. Although

both methods are effective for the singular problem caused
by collinear axes, the modeling process can be tedious when
closed-loop mechanisms like the PTM are involved. This is

because displacements from passive joints are included in these
methods, making the geometric error model difficult to be
directly applied for kinematic calibration.

Being able to describe joint axes in a concise manner, the

screw theory has been widely applied in mechanism analysis,
including kinematic, stiffness, and dynamics. For the kinemat-
ics of parallel mechanisms, motions of joint axes are described

by twist, and limb forces are denoted by wrench. Nominal
kinematics of parallel mechanisms are computed by the accu-
mulation of joint twist, and the actual kinematic is calculated

by linear superposition of joint twist and geometric errors.26

Joint displacements can be eliminated from geometric error
models through the reciprocal property between twist and

wrench.27,28 Along this track, Charker et al.29 formulated
geometric error models of spatial parallel mechanisms and
analyzed their position and orientation errors. Kumaraswamy
et al.30 proposed a screw theory-based framework for tolerance

analysis of planar and spatial manipulators. By identifying
joint displacements as non-compensable errors, Liu et al.31

investigated a geometric error modeling method of lower-

mobility parallel mechanisms through the Jacobian matrix.
Also relying on the generalized Jacobian matrix, Sun et al.32,33

worked on the geometric error analysis of a 3-DoF parallel

mechanism, which is of great help in kinematic calibrations.
er-constrained parallel tracking mechanism using the screw theory, Chin J Aero-
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Geometric error analysis of an over-constrained parallel tracking mechanism using the screw theory 3
The effectiveness of the screw theory in geometric error
modeling of parallel mechanisms has been highly recognized.
However, little attention has been paid to over-constrained

parallel mechanisms.
Over-constrained parallel mechanisms are those that have

redundant constraints.34–37 They are welcomed in practice

because their stiffness and operational stability are usually
better than those of non-overconstrained mechanisms. For
instance, additional constrained forces are applied by two pas-

sive limbs in the PTM, and these over-constrained forces
contribute to avoidance of kinematic singularity and enhance-
ment of rigidity.10 An introduction of over constraints is
beneficial to the performance of parallel mechanisms, but it

also brings difficulties in geometric error modeling by the
screw theory. Commonly, a 6� 6 non-singular Jacobian
matrix consisting actuated and constrained wrenches is applied

to eliminate joint displacements in each limb. However, the
constrained wrenches of over-constrained parallel mechanisms
in the Jacobian matrix are usually equivalent wrenches. They

are different from the actual constraints within limbs. An
analysis and application of actual wrenches is necessary for
accurate geometric error modeling.

What’s more, due to the numerous and complicated geo-
metric errors of parts, it remains a difficult task for kinematic
calibration. Hence, finding out the main geometric errors is
essential for increasing efficiency of kinematic calibration.38

To this end, sensitivity analysis plays an important role in
assessing the effects of geometric errors on mechanism accu-
racy. Two approaches in terms of analytical and probabilistic

methods are involved so far. Through linearization of kine-
matic equations, Caro et al.39 worked on the sensitivity
analysis of a 3-DoF parallel mechanism. Utilizing an interval

analysis method, Wu and Rao40 obtained sensitivity coeffi-
cients of geometric errors from non-linear equations of a par-
allel mechanism. It has been pointed out that the analytical

approach is computationally expensive and only suitable for
parallel mechanisms with a simple structure.41 On the con-
trary, the probabilistic approach can deal with a large amount
of geometric errors in an efficient manner. Sun et al.32 and

Chen et al.42 assumed geometric errors following a normal
distribution, and carried out sensitivity analysis of a 3-DoF
parallel mechanism and an SCARA mechanism based on

probabilistic models. However, Li et al.38 mentioned that the
probabilistic assumption is hard to guarantee in practical
use. In order to efficiently find out the main geometric errors

for the PTM, an effective sensitivity analysis method is badly
required.

In summary, kinematic calibration is of significance to the
development of a target tracking system with high precision.

Though substantial progress has been made in geometric error
modeling and sensitivity analysis, methods for over-
constrained parallel mechanisms are limited or even not appro-

priate. Taking the PTM as an example, the present study inves-
tigates generation and transmission of geometric errors, as well
as the sensitivity of these geometric errors to over-constrained

parallel mechanisms. Reminder of this paper is as follows.
Section 2 briefly introduces the structure of the PTM and
formulates its nominal kinematic model by the screw theory.

Section 3 carries out geometric error modeling of the PTM
and summarizes the general error modeling procedure for
over-constrained parallel mechanisms. Sensitivity analysis is
implemented to select the essential geometric errors for
Please cite this article in press as: ZHANG J et al. Geometric error analysis of an ove
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kinematic calibration in Section 4, while verification of the
geometric error model through simulation in SolidWorks
software is implemented in Section 5. Conclusions are drawn

in Section 6.
2. An over-constrained parallel tracking mechanism and its

nominal kinematics

As shown in Fig. 1, the main body of the PTM consists of a
fixed base, five limbs (four RSR limbs and one SS limb), and

a moving platform. The RSR limbs are formed by a revolute
(R) joint, a spherical (S) joint, and then a revolute joint. The
SS limb is composed of two spherical joints. The first R joint

in the 1st and 2nd limbs is connected to torque motors.
The lengths of two links within each limb are required to be
the same, and the links among limbs should be identical. The

PTM has two rotational capabilities. In a physical prototype,
the S joint is replaced by three R joints whose rotational axes
are linearly independent. Through such an arrangement, the
mobility remains to be the same while rotational angles are

bigger.
Some notations and coordinate frames are assigned for the

nominal kinematics of the PTM. Centers of the fixed base and

the moving platform are denoted by O and CE, respectively.
They are also centers of S joints in the SS limb. Centers of
joints within an RSR limb are represented by Bi, Si, and Ai

(i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4) in sequence. Taking point O as the origin, a fixed
coordinate frame O-xyz is defined. The x-axis points from
point O to point B1, while the z-axis is perpendicular to the
fixed base. A moving coordinate frame CE-uvw is established

at point CE. Its u-axis is the direction from point CE to point
A1, and w-axis is normal to the plane of the moving platform.
The frames satisfy the right-hand rule. Concerning the geomet-

ric constraints, the inverse position formulation of the PTM is
derived by Qi et al.43. On this basis, its input-output velocity
model is firstly carried out by the screw theory in the present

study.
Generally, a six-dimensional basis is associated to describe

the space of an instantaneous motion (or twist). The elements

of the basis are three rotations about and three translations
along axes of the Cartesian frame. The basis can also be inter-
preted as a wrench, in which the basis vectors are pure forces
along and moments about the coordinate axes. In fact,

wrenches constitute the dual vector space of a twist, i.e., the
standard basis of a twist and a wrench forms the basis of a
six-dimensional space. The action of a wrench on a twist is

the instantaneous work contributed by the wrench during the
motion along the twist. This is defined as the reciprocal screw
product. If a wrench does not do work on a twist, their

reciprocal product is zero, and then the wrench and the twist
are described as being reciprocal. The reciprocal product
can also be expressed by the generalized inner product if the

twist screw is described in axis-coordinate as $t ¼ ½vT;xT�T ¼
½vx; vy; vz;xx;xy;xz�T. Meanwhile, the coordinates of the

wrench in the standard basis are denoted by $w ¼ ½fT;mT�T ¼
½fx; fy; fz;mx;my;mz�T.

When dealing with an instantaneous motion of parts whose
connecting joint is a revolute joint, a twist can be determined

by the rotational axis as $t ¼ ½rr � sr; sr�T, herein sr is the vector

of the rotational axis and rr is the vector pointing from the
r-constrained parallel tracking mechanism using the screw theory, Chin J Aero-
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origin of the coordinate frame to any point on the axis.
Similarly, when the connecting joint of parts is a prismatic
joint, a twist would be described by the translational axis as

$t ¼ ½sp; 0�T, in which sp is the vector of the translational axis.

It is noted that joints with more than 1 DoF can always be sub-
stituted by several 1-DoF joints, and the twist of a serial link-

age is derived by the superposition of the 1-DoF joint twists.
For the PTM, the twist at point CE can be expressed via
RSR and SS limbs as follows:

$t ¼
X5

j¼1

_ha;j;i$̂ta;j;i i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5 ð1Þ

where $̂ta;j;i and _ha;j;i denote the unit twist screw and its intensity

of the jth 1-DoF joint in the ith limb (the SS limb is described
as the 5th limb), respectively. Since only R joints are involved

in the PTM, it can also be interpreted as the angular velocity
_ha;j;i about the joint axis $̂ta;j;i. For an RSR limb, the joint twists

are expressed as

$̂ta;1;i ¼
rCB;i � s1;i

s1;i

� �

$̂ta;2;i ¼
rCS;i � s2;i

s2;i

� �

$̂ta;3;i ¼
rCS;i � s3;i

s3;i

� �

$̂ta;4;i ¼
rCS;i � s4;i

s4;i

� �

$̂ta;5;i ¼
rCA;i � s5;i

s5;i

� �

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4

where rCB;i , rCS;i , and rCA;i are the vectors from point CE to

points Bi, Si, and Ai, respectively. sj;i (j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5,

i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4) denotes the vector of the 1-DoF joint within the
RSR limb. The twists are described in the instantaneous frame
which is assigned to point CE and parallel to the fixed frame.

Similarly, the joint twist in the SS limb is derived as follows:

$̂ta;1;5 ¼
�r� s1;5

s1;5

� �

$̂ta;2;5 ¼
�r� s2;5

s2;5

� �

$̂ta;3;5 ¼
�r� s3;5

s3;5

� �

$̂ta;4;5 ¼
0

s4;5

� �

$̂ta;5;5 ¼
0

s5;5

� �

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
where r is the vector from point O to point CE, and sj;5 is the

vector of the 1-DoF joint within the SS limb.
Referring to the reciprocal properties of a twist and a

wrench, the constraint wrench of an RSR limb is obtained

by finding out the six-dimensional vector having zero inner
products with all the five twists, i.e.,

$̂wc;i ¼
sc;i

rCS;i � sc;i

� �
i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 ð2Þ

where sc;i ¼ l1;i � l2;i, in which l1;i ¼ s5;i � rSA;i and

l2;i ¼ s1;i � rBS;i.
Please cite this article in press as: ZHANG J et al. Geometric error analysis of an ov
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With the same manner, the constrained wrench of the SS
limb is computed as follows:

$̂wc;5 ¼
r=H

01�3

� �
ð3Þ

where H is the length of links SS. By locking the actuated R
joint in the 1st RSR limb, the actuated wrench can be obtained
from the zero products with the rest four twists and one con-

strained wrench. Similarly, the actuated wrench of the 2nd
RSR limb is derived as

$̂wa;1 ¼
rSA;1=L

rCA;1 � rSA;1=L

� �

$̂wa;2 ¼
rSA;2=L

rCA;2 � rSA;2=L

� �
8>>><
>>>:

ð4Þ

where L is the length of links RS, rSA;1 are the vectors from

point S1 to point A1, and rSA;2 are the vectors from point S2

to point A2.

It is found that two actuated wrenches and five constrained
wrenches are applied to the moving platform of the PTM. As
the dimension of the Jacobian matrix is 6� 6, there is one

redundant constrained wrench. Usually redundant wrenches
are excluded in the Jacobian matrix, as has been done by
Sun et al.28. However, not only the wrenches in the full-rank
Jacobian matrix but also the exact wrenches in each limb are

applied for geometric error modeling in the present study. This
is more accurate in the elimination of joint displacements.

3. Geometric error modeling

Geometric errors resulted from the matching and assembling
process are described by the deviation of the joint axis. Trans-

missions of these errors are from the actual joint axis to the
limb and then the whole mechanism. Therefore, geometric
error modeling starts from an analysis of the actual adjacent

joint axes. On this basis, the actual twist of each limb is
derived, and the elimination of the passive joint displacement
is implemented. Finally, a geometric model of the mechanism

is formulated.
Following this procedure, body-fixed reference frames are

firstly assigned to the actual joint axes of the PTM for the con-
venience of analyzing their relation. These frames are denoted

by Rj,i (i = 1,2,3,4, j= 1,2,. . .,6). The zj,i-axis is the axis of
each 1-DoF joint, and the xj,i-axis is perpendicular to both
the zj,i-axis and the zj+1,i-axis. The yj,i-axis follows the right-

hand rule. As is shown in Fig. 2, point Pj,i is applied to
represent the origin of the frames. Points P1,i and P2,i are the
intersections of the z1,i-axis and the x1,i-axis, the z2,i-axis and

the x2,i-axis, respectively. The other Pj,i represents the intersec-
tion of the xj�1,i-axis and the zj,i-axis. The frame on the fixed
base R0,i is defined by rotating frame O-xyz about the z-axis

with an angle of (i–1)p/2. The frame on the moving platform
is assigned to point CE whose x6,i-axis is from point CE to
point Ai and the z6,i-axis is colinear with the w-axis.

Similarly, body-fixed reference frames Rj,5 are established

for the actual joint axis of the SS limb. The zj,5-axis denotes
the axis of the jth 1-DoF joint in the SS limb, and the xj,5-
axis is perpendicular to both the zj,5-axis and the zj+1,5-axis.

The origin point Pj,5 of frame Rj,5 is the intersection of the
zj,5-axis and the xj-1,5-axis, while point P1,5 is the intersection
er-constrained parallel tracking mechanism using the screw theory, Chin J Aero-
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Fig. 2 Actual schematic diagram of RSR and SS limbs.

Geometric error analysis of an over-constrained parallel tracking mechanism using the screw theory 5
of the z1,5-axis and the x1,5-axis. Frame R0,5 is just the frame
O-xyz, and frame R6,5 is coincide with the body-fixed frame

CE-uvw of the moving platform.
With the assigned body-fixed frames, the transformation of

actual joint axis can be computed. Then the transformations of

geometric errors within limbs are analyzed. It is noted that the
four RSR limbs of the PTM are identical. Therefore, geometric
error modeling of one RSR limb and the SS limb is demon-
strated in the following sections.
3.1. Geometric error model of one RSR limb

Referring to the rotational and translational matrices between
coordinate frames, the transformation of the actual joint axis
within the ith RSR limb (i = 1,2,3,4) can be described as
follows:

CTO ¼ Transð�rÞ;
OT0;i ¼ Rotðz; ði� 1Þp=2Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4
0T1;i ¼ Transðx; aÞRotðx;�p=2ÞRotðz; h1;iÞ
1T2;i ¼ Transðx;L sin hLÞTransðy;�L cos hLÞ�

Rotðx; p=2ÞRotðz; h2;i þ pÞ
2T3;i ¼ Rotðx; p=2ÞRotðz; p=2þ h3;iÞ;
3T4;i ¼ Rotðx; p=2ÞRotðz; h4;iÞ
4T5;i ¼ Transðx;L sin hHÞTransðz;L cos hHÞ�

Rotðx; p=2ÞRotðz; h5;i þ p=2Þ
5T6;i ¼ Transðx; aÞRotðx; p=2ÞRotðz; pÞ

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð5Þ

where Transð�rÞ is the homogeneous transformation matrix of

frame O-xyz with respect to instantaneous frame CE-x
0y0z0,

which is parallel to frame O-xyz. Transðx; yÞ is the homoge-
neous transformation matrix for the translation along the x-

axis with a distance y. Rotðx; yÞ is the homogeneous transfor-
mation matrix for the rotation about the x-axis with an angle
y. a denotes the radius of the moving platform. hH and hL rep-
resent the structural angles of the upper and lower links of an
Please cite this article in press as: ZHANG J et al. Geometric error analysis of an ove
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RSR limb, respectively. hj;i (j= 1,2,3,4,5, i = 1,2,3,4) denotes

a rotational angle about the jth joint axis of the ith RSR limb,

which can be solved by inverse kinematic analysis.
Generally, the number for geometric errors of any joint axis

should be six, including three position errors along and three
orientation errors about the axes of the coordinate frame.

However, it has been proven in a previous work that there
are redundant errors within a serial limb. These redundant
errors are linearly dependent on the other geometric errors.28

Hence, they would not affect mechanism accuracy indepen-
dently. As a result, they cannot be identified in kinematic cal-
ibration. For this reason, redundant errors are excluded in the

geometric error modeling process. For the ith RSR limb
(i= 1,2,3,4), all the geometric errors are listed as follows:

OD1;i ¼ ½Odx1;i;
Ody1;i;

Odz1;i; Oda1;i; 0; Odc1;i�T
1D2;i ¼ ½1dx2;i;

1dy2;i; 0;
1da2;i; 0; 0�T

2D3;i ¼ ½2dx3;i; 0; 0;
2da3;i; 0; 0�T

3D4;i ¼ ½3dx4;i; 0;
3dz4;i; 3da4;i; 0; 0�T

4D5;i ¼ ½4dx5;i; 0;
4dz5;i; 4da5;i; 0; 0�T

5P6;i
5D6;i ¼ �iAd5;6

6P5;i
6D5;i

6D5;i ¼ ½6dx5;i;
6dy5;i;

6dz5;i; 6da5;i; 0; 6dc5;i�T

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð6Þ

where j�1dxj;i,
j�1dyj;i, and

j�1dzj;i are the position errors of cen-

ter point Pj;i in frame Rj;i with respect to frame Rj�1;i, while
j�1daj;i, j�1dbj;i, and j�1dcj;i are the corresponding orentation

errors. In practice, 5D6;i is replaced by 6D5;i because it is easier

to evaluate the geometric errors of frame R5;i with respect to

frame R6;i.

With the transformation matrix and defined geometric
errors of each joint axis, the actual twist of an RSR limb can

be expressed as

$t ¼
X5

j¼1

Dha;j;i$̂taj;i þ $G;i i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 ð7Þ
r-constrained parallel tracking mechanism using the screw theory, Chin J Aero-
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$G;i ¼
X5

j¼1

iAdC;j�1
j�1Pj;i

j�1Dj;i þ iAdC;5
5P6;i

5D6;i ð8Þ

where Dha;j;i denotes the error of ha;j;i. iAdC;j�1 is the 6 � 6

adjoint transformation matrix of frame Rj�1;i with respect to

frame CE-x
0y0z0. j�1Pj;i ¼ I3 ½j�1ri;j��

03�3 I3

� �
, in which j�1rj;i is

the position vector of the origin of frame Rj;i in frame Rj�1;i.

Taking the inner product on both sides of Eq. (7) with $̂wa;i
to eliminate the perturbations of passive joints yields

$̂wa;i

� �T

$t ¼ $̂Twa;i$̂ta;1;iDha;1;i þ Eae;ieae;i i ¼ 1; 2 ð9Þ

where eae;i is the geometric errors of the ith RSR limb, Eae;i is

the relative error coefficient matrices, and
Eae;i ¼ ½kxa;1;i; kya;1;i; kza;1;i; kaa;1;i; kca;1;i; kxa;2;i; kya;2;i; kxa;3;i; cos h4;i sin hH;

sin h4;i sin hH; sin hH; cos hH; cosðhH þ h5;iÞ; � sinðhH þ h5;iÞ�
eae;i ¼ 0dx1;i;

0dy1;i;
0dz1;i; 0da1;i; 0dc1;i;

1dx2;i;
1dy2;i;

2dx3;i;
3dx4;i;

3dz4;i;
�

4dx5;i;
4dz5;i; 6dx5;i;

6dz5;i�T

8>>>><
>>>>:
herein, the expressions of each element in Eae;i are listed in

Appendix A.

Similarly, taking the inner product on both sides of Eq. (7)

with $̂wc;i leads to

ð$̂wc;iÞ
T
$t ¼ Ece;iece;i; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4 ð10Þ

where the geometric errors ece;i of the ith RSR limb and the

error coefficient matrices Ece;i are expressed as follows:
Ece;i ¼ kxc;1;i; kyc;1;i; kzc;1;i; kac;1;i; kcc;1;i; kxc;2;i; kyc;2;i; kxc;3;i; kxc;4;i; kzc;4;i; kxc;5;i;
�
kzc;5;i; kac;5;i; kxc;6;i; kyc;6;i; kzc;6;i; kac;6;i; kcc;6;i

�
ece;i ¼ 0dx1;i;

0dy1;i;
0dz1;i; 0da1;i; 0dc1;i;

1dx2;i;
1dy2;i;

2dx3;i;
3dx4;i;

3dz4;i; 4dx5;i;
�
4dz5;i; 4da5;i; 6dx5;i;

6dy5;i;
6dz5;i; 6da5;i; 6dc5;i

�T

8>>>><
>>>>:

herein, the expressions of each element in Ece;i are listed in

Appendix A.

3.2. Geometric error model of the SS limb

Geometric error modeling of the SS limb is tackled in a similar

manner to that of RSR limbs. First of all, the transformation
matrices of joint axes are computed as follows:
CTO ¼ Transð�rÞ; OT0;5 ¼ I4
OT1;5 ¼ Rotðy; p=2ÞRotðz; h1;5Þ;
1T2;5 ¼ Rotðx; p=2ÞRotðz; h2;5 � p=2Þ
2T3;5 ¼ Rotðx; p=2ÞRotðz; pþ h3;5Þ
3T4;5 ¼ Transðz;HÞRotðx; p=2ÞRotðz; p=2þ h4;5Þ
4T5;5 ¼ Rotðx; p=2ÞRotðz; h5;5 þ p=2Þ;
5T6;5 ¼ Rotðx; p=2ÞRotðz; p=2Þ

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð11Þ
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where hj;5 (j = 1,2,3,4,5) represents a rotational angle about

the jth joint axis of the SS limb. It can also be solved through
inverse kinematic analysis.17

Geometric errors of each joint in the SS limb are expressed

as

OD1;5 ¼ ½Odx1;5;
Ody1;5;

Odz1;5; 0; Odb1;5;
Odc1;5�T

1D2;5 ¼ ½1dx2;5; 0; 0;
1da2;5; 0; 0�T

2D3;5 ¼ ½2dx3;5; 0;
2dz3;5; 2da3;5; 0; 0�T

3D4;5 ¼ ½3dx4;5; 0;
3dz4;5; 3da4;5; 0; 0�T

4D5;5 ¼ ½4dx5;5; 0;
4dz5;5; 4da5;5; 0; 0�T

5P6;5
5D6;5 ¼ �5Ad5;6

6P5;5
6D5;5

6D5;5 ¼ ½6dx5;5;
6dy5;5;

6dz5;5; 0; 6db5;5;
6dc5;5�T

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð12Þ
where j�1dxj;5,
j�1dyj;5, and

j�1dzj;5 are the position errors of

center point Pjþ1;5 in frame Rj;5 with respect to frame Rj�1;5.
j�1daj;5, j�1dbj;5, and

j�1dcj;5 are the corresponding rotational

errors.
The actual twist of the SS limb can be obtained by Eqs. (11)

and (12) as

$t ¼
X5

j¼1

Dha;j;5$̂ta;j;5 þ $G;5 ð13Þ
$G;5 ¼
X5

j¼1

5AdC;j�1
j�1Pj;5

j�1Dj;5 þ 5AdC;5
5P6;5

5D6;5 ð14Þ
5
where Dha;j;5 denotes the error of ha;j;5. AdC;j�1 is the 6 � 6

adjoint transformation matrix of frame Rj�1;5 with respect to

frame CE-x
0y0z0. j�1Pj;5 ¼ I3 ½j�1rj;5��

03�3 I3

� �
, in which j�1rj;5 is

the position vector of the origin Pj;5 of frame Rj;5 in frame

Rj�1;5.

Taking the inner product on both sides of Eq. (8) with $̂wc;5
to eliminate the displacement of passive joints yields
$̂wc;5

� �T

$t ¼ Ece;5ece;5 ð15Þ
where the geometric errors ece;5 and the error coefficient matri-

ces Ece;5 of the SS limb are expressed as follows:
er-constrained parallel tracking mechanism using the screw theory, Chin J Aero-
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Ece;5 ¼ ½� sin h2;5; � cos h2;5 sin h1;5; cos h1;5 cos h2;5; � cos h2;5; 1; cos h4;5;

� sin h4;5; � cos h4;5 sin h5;5; � cos h4;5 cos h5;5�
ece;5 ¼ ½Odx1;5;

Ody1;5;
Odz1;5; 1dx2;5;

3dz4;5; 4dx5;5;
6dx5;5;

6dy5;5;
6dz5;5�T

8><
>: ð16Þ
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3.3. Geometric error model of the PTM

During the process of applying wrenches to eliminate joint dis-
placements from the geometric error model of limbs, it is
found that some geometric errors are repeatedly included.

These repeated errors contribute to the singularity of the error
model and result in ambiguity in kinematic calibration. By get-
ting rid of repeated geometric errors, the geometric errors of
the PTM are written in a vector form as follows:

ee ¼ ½eTe;1; eTe;2; eTce;3; eTce;4; eTce;5�
T ð17Þ

where

ee;i ¼ ½Dha;1;i; Odx1;i;
Ody1;i;

Odz1;i;
Oda1;i;

Odc1;i;
1dx2;i;

1dy2;i;
2dx3;i;

3dx4;i;
3dz4;i;

4dx5;i;
4dz5;i;

4da5;i;
6dx5;i;

6dy5;i;
6dz5;i;

6da5;i;
6dc5;i�T i ¼ 1; 2

In addition, the relevant error coefficient matrices are mod-

ified as follows:
E0
ae;i ¼ $̂Twa;i$̂ta;1;i; kxa;1;i; kya;1;i; kza;1;i; kaa;1;i; kca;1;i; kxa;2;i; kya;2;i; kxa;3;i; cos h4;i sin hH;

h
sin h4;i sin hH; sin hH; cos hH; 0; cosðhH þ h5;iÞ; 0; � sinðhH þ h5;iÞ; 0; 0�

E0
ce;i ¼ 0; kxc;1;i; kyc;1;i; kzc;1;i; kac;1;i; kcc;1;i; kxc;2;i; kyc;2;i; kxc;3;i; kxc;4;i; kzc;4;i; kxc;5;i;

�
kzc;5;i; kac;5;i; kxc;6;i; kyc;6;i; kzc;6;i; kac;6;i; kcc;6;i

�T

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

i ¼ 1; 2 ð18Þ
Combine the error twists of the five limbs, and rewrite them
into a matrix form. The geometric error model of the PTM can

be expressed as

Jx$t ¼ Eeee ð19Þ
where
Fig. 3 Geometric error modeling procedure
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Jx ¼
Jxa

Jxc

� �

Jxa ¼ $̂wa;1; $̂wa;2
� �T

; Jxc ¼ $̂wc;1; $̂wc;2; $̂wc;3; $̂wc;4; $̂wc;5
� �T

Ee ¼
Eae

Ece

� �
¼

E0
ae;1 01�64

01�19 E0
ae;2 01�45

E0
ce;1 01�64

01�19 E0
ce;2 01�45

01�38 Ece;3 01�27

01�56 Ece;4 01�9

01�74 Ece;5

2
666666666664

3
777777777775

ee ¼ eTe;1; e
T
e;2; e

T
ce;3; e

T
ce;4; e

T
ce;5

h iT

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

The actual constrained wrenches of each limb are included
in the geometric error model. There are more than six
wrenches because of the over-constrained features. If we

apply the full rank Jacobian as in the previous research, the
over-constraints would not be fully considered. It is of impor-
tance to eliminate joint displacements at the limb phase for

geometric error modeling of over-constrained parallel mecha-

nisms. Multiplying the generalized inverse matrix ðJTx JxÞ
�1
JTx

to both sides of Eq. (19) yields
of over-constrained parallel mechanisms.

r-constrained parallel tracking mechanism using the screw theory, Chin J Aero-
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$t ¼ ðJTx JxÞ
�1
JTxEeee ¼ Jeee ð20Þ

where Je is the error Jacobian matrix of the PTM. There are 83
geometric errors of parts affecting the pose of the moving plat-

form, including 2 home position errors.

3.4. Geometric error modeling of over-constrained parallel
mechanisms

Taking the PTM as an example, the procedure for geometric
error modeling of over-constrained parallel mechanisms can

be summarized as follows (see Fig. 3).
Step 1: Replace joints within each limb with 1-DoF joints

and assign body-fixed frames to joint axes.
Step 2: Compute transformation matrices and define geo-

metric errors between adjacent frames.
Step 3: Formulate the twist of a serial limb by two subsets,

joint displacement and geometric errors.

Step 4: Exclude joint displacements by the actual wrenches
inserted into the limb.

Step 5: Eliminate repeated geometric errors and combine

the twists of all serial limbs to formulate a geometric error
model.

The proposed procedure is also applicable to any types of
parallel mechanism, including proper constrained and redun-

dant parallel mechanisms.

4. Sensitivity analysis

Before employing the geometric error model in kinematic cal-
ibration, sensitivity analysis is carried out to select essential
geometric errors. Mechanism errors at the end reference point

include position and orientation errors. Since the units are
different, it is inappropriate to simultaneously deal with these
two subsets of geometric errors in the sensitivity analysis.

Based on the geometric error model shown in Eq. (20), the
error Jacobian matrix is divided into two sub-matrices corre-
Fig. 4 Sensitivity of geometric error
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sponding to position and orientation errors, and two local
sensitivity indices at a specific configuration are defined as

lrn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX3

m¼1

J2e;mn

s

lan ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiX6

m¼4

J2e;mn

s
8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð21Þ

where Je;mn is the element in the mth row and nth column of Je.

�lrn and �lan denote the position and orientation volumetric
errors of the moving platform with respect to the nth geometric
error (n = 1,2,3, . . . ,83), respectively. Herein, volumetric
errors are applied to take into account the average errors along

or about the x, y, z-axis.
In order to find out the vital geometric errors within the

workspace, the global sensitivity indices are given by the aver-

age influence of geometric errors in the whole workspace as
follows:

�lrn ¼
R
V
lrndV=V

�lan ¼
R
V
landV=V

(
ð22Þ

where V represents the workspace.

Therefore, a sensitivity analysis of the PTM can be con-
ducted by Eq. (22). For the PTM shown in Fig. 1, the circum-
radius of the moving platform and the fixed base is 150 mm.
The length of the link within an RSR limb is 317 mm, while

that of the SS limb is 402 mm. Its orientation workspace is
denoted by the azimuth angle u and the tilt angle h, and h 2
[0�, 60�], u 2 [0�, 360�]. Inspired by the statistic method, the

workspace is discretized by 10�. In total, 217 poses are derived.
Through calculating position and orientation errors at each
pose by Eq. (21) and then computing the average, the global

sensitivity indices (�lr and �la) are obtained, as are shown in
Figs. 4 and 5, respectively.

From the sensitivity analysis of the PTM, it is found out

that the home position error Dha;1;i (i= 1,2), rotational errors
s to position volumetric errors lr.

er-constrained parallel tracking mechanism using the screw theory, Chin J Aero-
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Fig. 5 Sensitivity of geometric errors to orientation volumetric errors la.
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such as 0da1;i, 0dc1;i,
4da5;i, 5da6;i, and 5dc6;i, and translational

errors such as 0dx1;i,
0dz1;i, 1dx2;i,

1dy2;i,
4dz5;i, 5dx6;i,

5dz6;i,
0dz1;5, 1dx2;5,

3dz4;5, 4dx5;5, and
6dz5;5 (i= 1,2,3,4) all have great

effects on the position volumetric error �lr and the orientation
volumetric error �la. The number of essential geometric errors

is 53. On the other hand, there are some other geometric errors
having little influence on the accuracy of the end reference

point, such as 3dz4;i, 6dy5;i,
0dx1;5,

0dy1;5,
6dx5;5, and

6dy5;5.

5. Verification of the geometric error model

In this section, the computed geometric error model of the

PTM is verified by SolidWorks software. By introducing
geometric errors to a virtual prototype of the PTM, the
measured coordinates from SolidWorks are compared with
Table 1 Given values of geometric errors.

No. Error Value

1 0dx1,1 –1.5 mm

2 0dy1,1 1.3 mm

3 0dz1,1 �1 mm

4 0da1,1 0.1�
5 0dc1,1 �0.1�
6 1dx2,1 1.6 mm

7 1dy2,1 1.1 mm

8 2dx3,1 1.2 mm

9 3dx4,1 �1.1 mm

10 3dz4,1 0.5 mm

11 4dx5,1 �1.3 mm

12 4dz5,1 1.7 mm

13 4da5,1 0.01�
14 6dx5,1 1.4 mm
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those from the geometric error model. By giving certain val-
ues to the inputs of the PTM, the virtual prototype built by
SolidWorks would drive to the expected pose without errors,

which indicates that the virtual prototype is ideal. Through
introducing geometric errors to the virtual prototype, the
moving platform will deviate from the expected pose, and

the measured pose errors will be applied to compare with
the calculated pose errors under the same geometric errors.
In this way, the geometric error model is verified if the

two results are close.
Geometric errors are firstly given in Table 1. Define RM and

RT as the measured and theoretical orientation matrices of
frame CE-uvw with respect to frame O-xyz. Assign am and at
as the measured and theoretical position vectors of point P1

in frame O-xyz. kdrMk and kdaMk are the position and orien-
tation volumetric errors obtained by SolidWorks, while
No. Error Value

15 6dy5,1 1.3 mm

16 6dz5,1 1.2 mm

17 6da5,1 0.1�
18 6dc5,1 �0.1�
19 0dx1,5 1.1 mm

20 0dy1,5 �1.3 mm

21 0dz1,5 �1.4 mm

22 1dx2,5 �1.4 mm

23 3dz4,5 �1.2 mm

24 4dx5,5 1.6 mm

25 6dx5,5 1.2 mm

26 6dy5,5 �1.1 mm

27 6dz5,5 �1.3 mm

28 Dha1,1 1�

r-constrained parallel tracking mechanism using the screw theory, Chin J Aero-
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Fig. 6 Verification procedure of the geometric error model.

Fig. 7 Verification of position errors (u = h= 0�).

10 J. ZHANG et al.
kdrCk and kdaCk are the calculated position and orientation
errors from the geometric error model. The verification process

is implemented as is shown in Fig. 6, which is summarized as
follows.
Please cite this article in press as: ZHANG J et al. Geometric error analysis of an ov
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1) Select one geometric error from Table 1 and assign the

other errors in ee to be zero. The given error is set to
be larger than its possible value for the convenience of
verification.
er-constrained parallel tracking mechanism using the screw theory, Chin J Aero-
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Fig. 8 Verification of orientation errors (u = h= 0�).

Table 2 Verification of position errors (u = 20�, h= 15�).

No. Error kdrCk (mm) kdrMk (mm) kdrCk � kdrMk (mm)

1 0dx1,1 0.9519 0.9477 0.0042

2 0dy1,1 0.5480 0.5503 �0.0023

3 0dz1,1 0.5754 0.5776 �0.0021

4 0da1,1 0.1101 0.1102 �1.1 � 10�4

5 0dc1,1 0.8147 0.8146 1.2 � 10�4

6 1dx2,1 0.7514 0.7545 �0.0031

7 1dy2,1 0.7879 0.7870 9.2658 � 10�4

8 2dx3,1 0.9134 0.9128 6.0 � 10�4

9 3dx4,1 0.6324 0.6315 9.0 � 10�4

10 3dz4,1 0.2785 0.2793 �8.0 � 10�4

11 4dx5,1 0.4195 0.4159 0.0036

12 4dz5,1 1.3479 1.3475 4.2840 � 10�4

13 4da5,1 0.0216 0.0217 �3.6850 � 10�5

14 6dx5,1 1.0563 1.0516 0.0048

15 6dy5,1 0.5502 0.5481 0.0021

16 6dz5,1 0.4846 0.4841 5.2050 � 10�4

17 6da5,1 0.1952 0.1950 0.0002

18 6dc5,1 0.2064 0.2068 �3.9271 � 10�4

19 0dx1,5 0.1673 0.1658 0.0015

20 0dy1,5 0.0720 0.0744 �0.0024

21 0dz1,5 1.7211 1.7200 0.0011

22 1dx2,5 1.4319 1.4327 �0.0008

23 3dz4,5 1.4880 1.4867 0.0013

24 4dx5,5 1.1569 1.1580 �0.0011

25 6dx5,5 0.1825 0.1807 0.0018

26 6dy5,5 0.0609 0.0626 �0.0018

27 6dz5,5 1.5982 1.5991 �9.4558 � 10�4

28 Dha1,1 4.4637 4.4579 0.0058
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2) Choose a typical pose within the workspace (u ¼ h ¼ 0�

or u ¼ 20�; h ¼ 15�).
3) Obtain position and orientation errors of the end refer-

ence point in SolidWorks with the selected geometric
errors in step 1 under the given configuration in step 2.

Firstly, the selected geometric errors are inserted into
the virtual prototype. A fixed frame and a moving refer-
ence frame are established. Then the moving platform is
driven to the given configuration. Moreover, the coordi-

nates of three non-collinear points P1, P2, and P3 are
measured. The u-axis is decided by points P1 and P2,
while the w-axis is determined by points P1, P2, and

P3. Hence, RM, RT, am, and at are obtained, with which
kdrMk and kdaMk can be formulated.

4) Derive position and orientation errors of the end refer-

ence point calculated by the geometric error model with
the selected geometric errors in step 1 under the given
configuration in step 2. The geometric error model is
programed by Matlab software. kdrCk and kdaCk can

be achieved by setting the selected geometric errors
under the given configuration.

5) Compare the simulation results from step 3 with the cal-

culation results from step 4.
6) Go back to step 1. Choose another geometric error and

repeat Step 1 to Step 5.

Fig. 7 shows the position volumetric errors of the verifica-
tion process when u ¼ h ¼ 0�. The blue bars are calculated

position volumetric errors kdrCk, while the red bars are posi-
tion volumetric errors kdrMk obtained from SolidWorks. The
maximum deviation between kdrCk and kdrMk is 1.4 lm.
Fig. 8 illustrates a comparison of orientation volumetric errors

when u ¼ h ¼ 0�. The blue bars are calculated orientation vol-
umetric errors kdaCk, and the red bars are orientation volumet-
ric errors kdaMk from SolidWorks. The maximum deviation

between kdaCk and kdaMk is 0.0054�. Tables 2 and 3 show
comparisons of position and orientation errors when
Please cite this article in press as: ZHANG J et al. Geometric error analysis of an ove
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u ¼ 20�; h ¼ 15�. The maximum deviations are 5.8 lm and
�0.0063�, respectively. The differences from SolidWorks and

calculation are very small. The accuracy of the geometric error
model of the PTM is confirmed, and the proposed geometric
error modeling method is proven to be effective.
r-constrained parallel tracking mechanism using the screw theory, Chin J Aero-
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Table 3 Verification of orientation errors (u = 20�, h= 15�).

No. Error kdaCk (�) kdaMk (�) kdaCk � kdaMk (�)

1 0dx1,1 0.2718 0.2737 �0.0019

2 0dy1,1 0.2848 0.2847 6.4436 � 10�5

3 0dz1,1 0.1639 0.1640 �2.6463 � 10�5

4 0da1,1 0.0572 0.0573 �7.1164 � 10�5

5 0dc1,1 0.0906 0.0905 1.270 � 10�5

6 1dx2,1 0.2181 0.2196 �0.0015

7 1dy2,1 0.2242 0.2241 4.3967 � 10�5

8 2dx3,1 0.2159 0.2155 4.0 � 10�4

9 3dx4,1 0.1947 0.1943 4.2 � 10�4

10 3dz4,1 0.3129 0.3075 0.0054

11 4dx5,1 0.1197 0.1199 �1.1104 � 10�4

12 4dz5,1 0.3876 0.3882 �5.6234 � 10�4

13 4da5,1 0.0112 0.0112 �2.5629 � 10�6

14 6dx5,1 0.3038 0.3030 7.7082 � 10�4

15 6dy5,1 0.2835 0.2844 �8.9497 � 10�4

16 6dz5,1 0.1394 0.1395 �1.0769 � 10�4

17 6da5,1 0.1612 0.0613 �3.4 � 10�4

18 6dc5,1 0.1063 0.1064 �4.4252 � 10�5

19 0dx1,5 0.0282 0.0286 �3.8392 � 10�4

20 0dy1,5 0.0121 0.0128 �6.6948 � 10�4

21 0dz1,5 0.2901 0.2963 �0.0062

22 1dx2,5 0.3571 0.3573 �1.8 � 10�4

23 3dz4,5 0.2508 0.2562 �0.0054

24 4dx5,5 0.3781 0.3784 �2.7 � 10�4

25 6dx5,5 0.0308 0.0312 �3.9499 � 10�4

26 6dy5,5 0.0103 0.0108 �5.1971 � 10�4

27 6dz5,5 0.2694 0.2757 �0.0063

28 Dha1,1 1.2724 1.2719 4.3911 � 10�4
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6. Conclusions

This paper deals with geometric error modeling and sensitivity

analysis of an over-constrained parallel mechanism based on
the screw theory. Conclusions are drawn as follows:

(1) A nominal kinematic model is established by the
reciprocal property of the screw theory. Instead of
formulating a full rank Jacobian matrix, the actual
kxa;1;i ¼ sin h1;iðcos hH sin h3;i þ cos h3;i cos h4;i sin hHÞ � cos h1;iðsin
þ cos h2;iðcos h3;i cos hH � cos h4;i sin h3;i sin hHÞÞ

kya;1;i ¼ � cos h3;i cos hH sin h2;i þ sin hHðcos h4;i sin h2;i sin h3;i þ co

kza;1;i ¼ sin h1;i sin h2;i sin h4;i sin hH þ cos h1;iðcos hH sin h3;i þ cos h

þ cos h2;i sin h1;iðcos h3;i cos hH � cos h4;i sin h3;i sin hHÞ
kaa;1;i ¼ L cosðh1;i þ hLÞðcos h3;i cos hH sin h2;i � sin hHðcos h4;i sin h
kca;1;i ¼ �L sinðh1;i þ hLÞðcos h3;i cos hH sin h2;i � sin hHðcos h4;i sin
kxa;2;i ¼ � sin h2;i sin h4;i sin hH þ cos h2;ið� cos h3;i cos hH þ cos h4;

kya;2;i ¼ � cos hH sin h3;i � cos h3;i cos h4;i sin hH

kxa;3;i ¼ cos h3;i cos hH � cos h4;i sin h3;i sin hH
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actuation and constraint wrenches of each limb are

computed.
(2) The actual twist of the PTM is computed by each RSR

limb and the SS limb. It is the superposition of joint

twists and geometric errors within limbs. Body-fixed ref-
erence frames are assigned to the actual joint axis. Geo-
metric errors are expressed as deviations of nominal and
actual joint axes, and their transmissions are conducted

by transformation matrices. Then the actuation and
constraint wrenches are applied to exclude joint dis-
placements, and the repeated geometric errors brought

by the exclusion are eliminated. Through this geometric
error modeling process, the generation and transmission
of geometric errors of over-constrained parallel mecha-

nisms are clearly defined and computed.
(3) In the light of an error Jacobian matrix, global sensitiv-

ity indices are defined, and a sensitivity analysis of the
PTM is carried out. 53 geometric errors are selected

from the original 83 errors, which helps increase the effi-
ciency in future kinematic calibration. Finally, the geo-
metric error model with minimum errors is verified by

SolidWorks software. Results confirm the correctness
of the proposed geometric error modeling method. The
proposed geometric error modeling method can also

be applied to other types of parallel mechanisms.
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Appendix A

The expressions of each element in Eae;i are shown as
follows:
h2;i sin h4;i sin hH

s h2;i sin h4;iÞ
3;i cos h4;i sin hHÞ

2;i sin h3;i þ cos h2;i sin h4;iÞÞ
h2;i sin h3;i þ cos h2;i sin h4;iÞÞ

i sin h3;i sin hHÞ

ðA1Þ
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The expressions of each element in Ece;i are shown as

follows:
kxc;1;i ¼ � sinðh1;i þ hLÞðcos h4;i cos hH sin h2;i sin h3;i þ cos h2;i cos hH sin h4;i þ cos h3;i sin h2;i sin hHÞ
kyc;1;i ¼ � cos hL sin h3;i sin hH þ cos hH sin hLðcos h2;i cos h4;i sin h3;i � sin h2;i sin h4;iÞ

þ cos h3;iðcos h4;i cos hH cos hL þ cos h2;i sin hH sin hLÞ
kzc;1;i ¼ � cosðh1;i þ hLÞðcos h4;i cos hH sin h2;i sin h3;i þ cos h2;i cos hH sin h4;i þ cos h3;i sin h2;i sin hHÞ
kac;1;i ¼ �L cosðh1;i þ hLÞð� cos hL sin h3;i sin hH þ cos hH sin hLðcos h2;i cos h4;i sin h3;i � sin h2;i sin h4;iÞ

þ cos h3;iðcos h4;i cos hH cos hL þ cos h2;i sin hH sin hLÞÞ
kcc;1;i ¼ L sinðh1;i þ hLÞð� cos hL sin h3;i sin hH þ cos hH sin hLðcos h2;i cos h4;i sin h3;i � sin h2;i sin h4;iÞ

þ cos h3;iðcos h4;i cos hH cos hL þ cos h2;i sin hH sin hLÞÞ
kxc;2;i ¼ � sin hLðcos h4;i cos hH sin h2;i sin h3;i þ cos h2;i cos hH sin h4;i þ cos h3;i sin h2;i sin hHÞ
kyc;2;i ¼ cos hLðcos h4;i cos hH sin h2;i sin h3;i þ cos h2;i cos hH sin h4;i þ cos h3;i sin h2;i sin hHÞ
kxc;3;i ¼ � cos h3;i cos h4;i cos hH cos hL sin h2;i þ cos hL sin h2;i sin h3;i sin hH þ cos hH sin h4;i sin hL

kxc;4;i ¼ � cos h2;i cos h3;i cos hH cos hL sin h4;i � cos hL sin h2;i sin hH � cos hH sin h3;i sin h4;i sin hL

kzc;4;i ¼ cos h2;i cos hLðcos h3;i cos h4;i cos hH � sin h3;i sin hHÞ þ sin hLðcos h4;i cos hH sin h3;i

þ cos h3;i sin hHÞ
kxc;5;i ¼ � sin hHðcos h4;i cos hL sin h2;i þ sin h4;iðcos h2;i cos hL sin h3;i � cos h3;i sin hLÞÞ
kzc;5;i ¼ � cos hHðcos h4;i cos hL sin h2;i þ sin h4;iðcos h2;i cos hL sin h3;i � cos h3;i sin hLÞÞ
kac;5;i ¼ L cos hHðcos hL sin h2;i sin h4;i sin hH þ cos h2;i cos hLðcos h3;i cos hH

� cos h4;i sin h3;i sin hHÞ þ sin hLðcos hH sin h3;i þ cos h3;i cos h4;i sin hHÞÞ
kxc;6;i ¼ � cosðh5;i þ hHÞðcos h4;i cos hL sin h2;i þ sin h4;iðcos h2;i cos hL sin h3;i � cos h3;i sin hLÞÞ
kyc;6;i ¼ � cos hL sin h2;i sin h4;i sin hH þ cos h2;i cos hLð� cos h3;i cos hH þ cos h4;i sin h3;i sin hHÞ

� sin hLðcos hH sin h3;i þ cos h3;i cos h4;i sin hHÞ
kzc;6;i ¼ sinðh5;i þ hHÞðcos h4;i cos hL sin h2;i þ sin h4;iðcos h2;i cos hL sin h3;i � cos h3;i sin hLÞÞ
kac;6;i ¼ �L sinðh5;i þ hHÞðcos hL sin h2;i sin h4;i sin hH þ cos h2;i cos hLðcos h3;i cos hH

� cos h4;i sin h3;i sin hHÞ þ sin hLðcos hH sin h3;i þ cos h3;i cos h4;i sin hHÞÞ
kcc;6;i ¼ �L cosðh5;i þ hHÞðcos hL sin h2;i sin h4;i sin hH þ cos h2;i cos hLðcos h3;i cos hH

� cos h4;i sin h3;i sin hHÞ þ sin hLðcos hH sin h3;i þ cos h3;i cos h4;i sin hHÞÞ
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